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Abstract. In Sir Tim Berners-Lee’s seminal article that introduce his
vision of the semantic web, one of the use-cases described was a healthrelated example where health consumers utilized intelligent hand-held
devices that aggregated and exchanged health data from the semantic
web. Presently, the majority of health consumers and patients rely on
personal technology and the web to find information and to make personal health decisions. This proposal aims to contribute towards that usecase, specifically in the “hot-bed” issue of human papillomavirus (HPV)
vaccine. The HPV vaccine targets young adults and teens to protect
against life-threatening cancers, yet a segment of the public has reservations against the vaccine. I propose an interactive dialogue agent that
harness patient-level vaccine information encoded in an ontology that
can be “talked to” with a natural language interface using utterances.
I aim to pilot this technology in a clinic to assess if patient knowledge
about HPV and the vaccine is increased, and if their attitude toward the
vaccine is modified as a result of using the interactive agent.
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Problem Statement

At 79 million reported cases, human papillomavirus (HPV) infection is one of
the most common sexually transmitted infection, and per year, according to the
Centers for Disease and Control, 14 million more infections will be reported [10].
For many of the life threatening cancers, like cervical cancer, the HPV virus
(Type 16 and 18) is attributed to HPV infection. The human papillomavirus
(HPV) vaccine is noted to be ∼100% effective against the HPV virus [9], and
yet the United States’ population uptake for HPV vaccine is at a low 28% [11],
short of the 80% uptake goal [43]. Irrespective of the efficacy of the HPV vaccine, it has yet to be fully embraced by the public, patients, and even healthcare
providers [18]. Most HPV information interventions are paper-based in the form
of brochures, flyers, etc. [16], yet, patients ignore, misunderstands, or the content is not effective [28, 41, 26, 27, 33, 1]. There is strong evidence that patientprovider vaccine counseling has a positive influence in affecting knowledge and
vaccination rates [33, 34, 24].
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1.1

Research Question:

I postulate, will an ontology-driven health conversational agent improve the vaccine literacy of patients and/or have an influence on patients’ intention to vaccinate? This research will theorize that an interactive agent, verbally communicating HPV vaccine knowledge, will result in the likelihood in users opting for
the HPV vaccine, improve their vaccine literacy, and improve patient satisfaction
and the patient-provider relationship. Using an ontological knowledge-base, we
can aggregate disparate and complex health information using OWL/RDF, and
also contribute to validated, comprehensive HPV vaccine knowledge for linked
open data. Because ontological knowledge-base will be semantically enriched and
readable by machines, this will allow users to utilize natural language utterance
to query information without any background expertise in complex query languages. This will provide a natural language interface where patients can easily
interact with a knowledge-base and get precise information, and perhaps, foster further applicable research for consumer usability and interaction with the
semantic web.
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Related Work

Several studies reveal that oral communication in health literacy is as important
as written communication when it comes to delivering health information for
patients [36, 39, 40]. Patients are also likely to trust face-to-face interaction to
acquire health information [19]. Personalizing health information that is esoteric
or abstract for patients with low health literacy benefits their comprehension
and understanding [37]. A study from genetic counseling research on patient
communication discovered that patients appear to learn better with interactivity during a counseling session [37]. Patients who ask questions are also likely
to attain better health information from their provider [42, 45]. Also, patients
favored dialogue with health provider that is uncomplicated and responses that
swiftly addresses their concern [35, 13].
As it stands, there are providers who could educate patients about the HPV
vaccine. Yet this is an added burden to the provider. One of them is being a
good communicator, especially to patients who have low health literacy [17, 38,
15]. Another burden is taking the role of being health educator [47], even in the
difficult situation of talking about sexual-related matters with both the parent
and the teenage child [14, 21]. More importantly, there is not enough time to
discuss and counsel the patient about the HPV vaccine [17, 44]. This proposal
submits the possibility of delegating and automating the communication and education task to an interactive kiosk or tablet application that would be available
for patients, similar to a “Siri”-like experience. The possible benefit other than
cost effectiveness [3] is facilitating the interactive dialogue that could approximate a real conversation [32], mimicking the personal interaction that patients
and health consumers desire [22, 2]. Also using machine intelligence, the system
can strategize how and when information is provided [32]. The research have
noted that face-to-face counseling between patient and provider has an influence
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in accepting vaccination for the patient or the patient’s parent [25, 34]. Specifically, the verbal mode of the health dialogue system can offer opportunities
to enhance interactivity between patient and provider, such as using machine
intelligence for decision making and coordination of content delivery, utilizing
interpersonal cues to imitate human conversation and improve communication
efforts with non-experts [32].
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Approach & Hypotheses

I intend to design and develop a interactive dialogue system specifically for
patient question-answering for patient-level vaccine information and to affect
vaccination attitudes, and then pilot the system with participants at a pediatric
clinic.
Research Objective 1 (RO1 ): Generate a comprehensive vaccine
knowledgebase using natural language processing (NLP) tools.
Hypothesis: Patient-level vaccine information can be faithfully represented in an
ontological knowledgebase. I will gather a corpus of patient-level vaccine and
HPV information documentation in electronic format, and will utilize an natural
language information extraction tool to extract predicates. I will evaluate the
accuracy and meaningfulness of the results of the extraction. Based on the results
of the evaluation, the information will be encoded using Protègè to produce an
ontological knowledgebase. After publishing the ontology, we will evaluate it
based on a semiotic framework for ontology evaluation [8].
Research Objective 2 (RO2 ): Design a speech-enabled conversational agent for patients to interface with the vaccine KB.
Hypothesis: An ontology-driven speech interface can accurately produce answers
for patient questions. I will design a question-answering query engine to allow patients to ask questions about the HPV vaccine and related information through
thin-client tablet application. The query engine will automatically translate natural language questions to SPARQL queries, which is then executed to a remote
triple-store hosting the vaccine knowledgebase. In addition, the agent will model
some cues and best practices for oral communication of health information for
better patient knowledge acquisition.
Research Objective 3 (RO3 ): Demonstrate feasibility of interactive
conversational agent for enhancing patients’ vaccine knowledge.
Hypothesis: Users of the interactive intervention will experience greater education
gain, trust in the intervention, and a stronger intention to vaccinate with HPV
vaccine than the control group. I will coordinate with our collaborators at the
Texas Children’s Hospital to launch this pilot study with patient participants
in one of their network clinics. The Texas Children’s Pediatric (TCP) clinics is
the most prominent network of pediatric clinics serving the Houston area [29].
I will implement a randomized two-group post-test research design where the
experimental group (participants utilizing the interactive agent) and a control
group (participants with vaccine pamphlets) will be compared.
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Evaluation plan

Each research objective is associated with an evaluation process(es) in order to
measure outcomes of the research efforts.
RO1 : To faithfully represent the information collected from the corpus through
information extraction, this aim will need to evaluate the accuracy of the extraction results and the final ontological knowledgebase. Specifically, we will evaluate
the extraction results based on contextual accuracy and correctness of the triple
decomposition from sentences through the information extraction process. In
agreement, two evaluators will assess the output based on contextual accuracy
and minimally decomposed triples.
After serializing the vaccine information from the various resources, we will
use Burton-Jones, et al.’s semiotic metric framework [8] to evaluate the ontological knowledgebase, with an automated, web-based Java application I have
developed [4]. Health professional experts will evaluate the accuracy of the information to derive one of the framework’s scores.
RO2 : The first part of the evaluation will assess the effectiveness of natural
language queries uttered by the consumer to be transformed into a SPARQL
query. For this segment of the evaluation, we will rely on system-level evaluation and convert the the natural language queries to string data structures, since
speech recognition APIs and toolkits may not be accurate and distort the results.
I will calculate precision and recall based on [23] calculations for ontology-based
question-answering systems. Despite possible performance variances with different datasets, I may evaluate the accuracy of engine with unrelated subject
ontologies to assess comparable outcomes found in literature.
Also, for each question, there will be an intended response to determine
answer sufficiency (“good enough” answer). Three investigators will compare
the response generated from the question-answering engine to assess the quality
of the answer with the question, and they will compare the results and rate
the results based on a 5-point Likert scale. Inter-rater agreement scores will be
examined using Cohen’s Kappa.
RO3 : After completion of the pilot, we will collect the data and preform several analyses from the surveys of the participants. Aside from demographic data
surveys, each participants will complete a survey to measure intention based
on the health belief model [31], a survey to measure trust with the agent [20],
and a validated HPV-related knowledge test [30]. To assess knowledge gain, we
will calculate a t-Test comparing mean knowledge test scores between participants who used the conversational agent (AU ) and participants who did not
(N AU ). Similarly, we will also observe overall intention to vaccinate based on
the mean average of the two groups’ vaccination intention surveys and employ
a t-Test calculation to verify significant differences. To discover the users’ trust
with the conversational agent, we will utilize the overall midpoint of agent user
participants and denote the number of users whose trust scores exceeded the
midpoint mean of the trust scores, similar to [7]. With regression analysis, I
want to investigate whether the intention to vaccinate is affected by trust in
agent (independent variable) and/or knowledge gain (independent variable).
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Preliminary results

Last year we developed a proof of concept prototype to determine technical
feasibility and future improvements [6]. Some of these areas include expanding
the domain ontology, enhancing the speech interface mobile application for unconstrained queries and user personalization, and investigating the development
of application-based ontologies. I recently worked on an initial meta-level ontology framework called VISO (Vaccine Information Statement Ontology) that
is sourced from federally-mandated vaccine documentation by the Centers for
Disease and Control [4]. Using a semiotic-inspired ontology quality evaluation
metric, VISO was revealed to have strong pragmatic qualities, but needed additional improvement with syntactic aspects.
Additionally, the vaccine ontology work has been extended with initial development of an HPV vaccine version initiated last year [46], and we are experimenting with open information extraction (“ClausIE” [12]) for ontology development
for patient-centric HPV cancer knowledge [5], which we plan on utilizing to extend the HPV vaccine ontology, to enrich the knowledge space with patient-level
cancer information. Domain-expert collaborators had advised that our vaccine
ontology needs to include anecdotal stories, certain multimedia content, vaccine myths, and personalization, all to compliment the patient-level factoids and
improve the information quality.
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Reflections

My work is in the early stages, and we foresee a two-year projection to complete
the three research objectives. The literature in utilizing dialogue or conversational agents for patient-centric health care is available but relatively scarce,
especially ontology-based implementations. However, there has yet to be research that involves the use of dialogue agents that can affect health consumers’
attitudes for vaccination with the combination of knowledge and utilizing best
practices in patient-provider communication and verbal health literacy. As the
adage goes, this may either be a “blessing” or a “curse” as there is no guarantee
that ontology-driven interactive agents can affect vaccine attitudes. In collaboration with health communication experts, this multi-disciplinary study will
apply research in patient-provider communication that can be ported to technological solutions, and I will be working with experts in public health to help
tailor this intervention to show some impact that can help further the research
in ontology-based conversational agents in patient-centered health care.
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